Just because you live on a quiet street doesn't mean there can't be a little drama.
• Think first about what makes your outdoor areas special before tackling a lightscaping project. For example, a stone house, with its unusual texture, may look best if grazed with lights placed very close to the wall. And if a home has an interesting statue or fountain or gateway, those areas are worthy of attention. When it's dark out, you can show off your home and its gardens by using fairly low levels of well-placed lighting.

• Mounted floodlights in tree branches can be very effective in creating a nighttime effect. Shadows cast on the ground will reflect a variety of unusual shapes on your lawn. We recommend using a SYLVANIA halogen bulb to create this subtle yet enchanting effect.

• Usually people view big objects like trees with overhead lighting from the sun or streetlights, which reduces the perception of height. Natural patterns, size and color of trees or large plants are enhanced using so-called “uplighting,” which positions spot or floodlight light sources under an object, illuminating its sides or underneath.

• When choosing the perfect bulb for uplighting, pay attention to color. Full halogen in an orange or yellow/red woodland bulb will produce less dramatic green tones under the same light. SYLVANIA halogen lighting enhances color in up lighting.

• Pay extra attention to those trees, shrubs and flowers you can view from inside your home. Lighted gardens outside a living room or dining room give an expanded view of space.

• Try mounting low-voltage lamps, such as SYLVANIA MR16s in the eaves of a gazebo or at the base of an arbor to accent structures and plantings.

• If you live in a coastal area, select lighting fixtures made of copper, brass or bronze (with less than 20% nickel content) to withstand corrosion from salt water conditions.

Proper outdoor lighting can evoke new moods and cross-dramas with even the simplest of alterations. Consider the following techniques aimed at making trees, lines, rows and all kinds jump up in life.

When it comes to family and friends at home, lighting for safety and security is always a priority. Keep these tips in mind as you consider a few tips to protect your home from accidents and crime.

• Brighten up driveways and walkway lighting to enhance safety and security by utilizing our Halogen Crystal bulbs and floodlights or spotlights. The SYLVANIA Halogen Crystal bulb provides a bright, sparkling light that is perfect for outdoor enclosed fixtures.

• Illuminate the steps – make sure light provides enough coverage on the steps so people can navigate their way safely. Pay special attention to areas at centers and ends on sidewalks and walkways.

• To better identify visitors, use overhead or house-mounted lighting that illuminates the face and body of the caller. Avoid direct glare on the person visiting and be sensitive to how glare affects neighbors across the street. Try a SYLVANIA Compact Fluorescent or Designer Plus bulb in enclosed fixtures.

• Light paths evenly by overlapping the patterns of light. Sharp contrasts between dark and light can confuse or disorient people.

Lighting for Safety and Security

PROPERTY LIGHTING

Provide good front yard lighting with post top lanterns. This provides two benefits. First, the light provides a “welcome home” sense when you arrive home after dark. Second, it gives outsiders a sense of someone being home even when the house is empty. Consider putting SYLVANIA Halogen Crystal bulbs on a photo cell or timer. If using compact fluorescent products, these can also be put on a timer. Use landscape and eave-mounted flood lamps to light outside to the perimeter of the property, making sure not to light any of your neighbors’ property. Consider installing an easy-to-reach switch for instant light.
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